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Abstract: Integrated Motor Drives (IMDs) have recently received extensive attention. In electric
vehicles (EVs), electric propulsion aircraft, and ship propulsion systems, integrated motors have the
great potential to replace traditional motors with the distinct merits of compact size, high power
density, high efficiency, and high-cost effectiveness. This paper investigates and reviews integrated
motor drives’ development and critical technologies. It not only reveals the research progress
of the motor structure, converter, volume optimization, heat dissipation design, and weakening
electromagnetic interference of integrated motor drives but also explores in detail the applications of
wide-bandgap semiconductors and the integration of LCL filters. In addition, this paper also puts
forward the concept of integrated motor drive integration level and establishes a corresponding
quantitative method to evaluate IMDs integration level. In the future, integrated wireless motor
drives will have a broad scope of research and application. IMDs systems will play an important
role in applications requiring high power density, providing solutions to motor system size and
heat dissipation problems. This overview will help clarify the opportunities, challenges, and future
development of IMDs.

Keywords: electric motors; integrated motor drives (IMDs); power converters; motor thermal models;
EMI; wide band gap semiconductors; integration; wireless motors; permanent magnet motors

1. Introduction

Electric motors with high power density and low bulk weight have drawn much attention
recently with the development of electric propulsion systems for electric automobiles and
aircraft [1–3]. In conventional motor propulsion systems, cables are typically used to connect
the motors, power converters, controllers, and sensors [4,5]. Due to the separated design,
the motor system is heavier and more prominent, and the cable connections cause issues,
including extra losses and electromagnetic interference [6]. It significantly hampered the
continued advancement and use of electric motors in aviation and electric automobiles [7,8].
The idea of integrated motors was consequently suggested in the 1990s [9].

Integrated motor drives combine the motor and its corresponding converter and
control equipment with the motor, eliminating the need for additional control equipment
when used. Thanks to this integrated design, the converter and controller housing take
up less space, and there is no longer a need for lengthy connections to link the motor and
converter, which can result in cost savings of between 20% and 40% [10]. Compared to
conventional motors, IMDs will have lower system losses due to the reduced application of
cables. In addition, the current IMDs will design converters for the internal space of the
motor to realize the combination of drive and motor. This combination will not increase
the motor’s size, so the system’s overall size will be significantly optimized compared
to conventional motors. In traditional motors, the diameter of the cable is usually not
negligible due to the high current. The weight of the connection cable of a conventional
motor is not large. Therefore, reducing the size of the converter DC-link capacitors and
lines will also reduce the importance of the IMDs. Optimizing the size and weight for the
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same power will lead to an increase in system power density. Such optimization is valuable
for motor systems in applications with high power density requirements.

Integrated motor drive development can be broken down into three major stages. The
inverter was housed in a separate converter box for the early integrated motors, which was
connected to the top of the motor by a unique connection plate [11], such as the Siemens
CombiMaster FSA motor and SEW-Movimot Eurodrive’s motor [12]. However, this IMDs
design combines the motor and the converter without considering the structural design of the
motor from the whole system perspective. As a result, the volume optimization of the motor
is limited [8].

Since the converter and controller are integrated into the motor housing in the second
generation of IMDs, the motor’s size is kept constant, and the benefits of an integrated
motor become apparent. The second-generation IMDs mount the converter on the end plate
or stator surface, allowing it to share a heat sink with the motor and remain entirely inside
the confines of the motor housing [13]. However, this approach could make the motor
design much more difficult. As the converter’s heat generation and electromagnetic impacts
must be considered during setup, the system’s overall thermal layout, vibration resistance,
and EMI resistance must be coordinated [14,15]. Additionally, because second-generation
IMDs are currently frequently customized and it is challenging to employ standardized
motor and converter components, this higher level of integration increases manufacturing
costs [16]. However, the cost will still decrease when the system is finally implemented.
Manufacturers are also worried about this aspect.

Thus, the third generation of IMDs features a modular design philosophy. The third-
generation IMD is made up of several modular components. Each modular unit comprises a
single motor stator pole, the matching converter, and the controller. The Integrated Modular
Motor Drive (IMMD) is the common name for this design [17]. The modular architecture
reduces manufacturing and design costs by facilitating manufacture and assembly and
enabling a more comprehensive supply chain [18]. As shown in Table 1 [10], integrated
motor drives provide benefits, including higher stability, lower losses, lower costs, and
higher power density.

Table 1. Advantages and disadvantages of integrated motor drives.

IMDs Types 1st IMDs 2nd IMDs IMMDs

Advantages of
different IMDs types

•Simple Structure
and Low Cost
•No need to redesign
the motor

•Small size
•High integration

•Low manufacturing
and maintenance
costs
•Easy to manufacture
and assemble
•Long service life

Disadvantages of
different IMDs types

•Limited volume
optimization
•Increased motor
height or length
•Low energy density

•Complex design
•Increased
manufacturing costs

•Complex design
•Heat dissipation and
EMI issues need to be
addressed

IMDs Common
Advantages

•Small volume
•High power density
•Reduced cable usage
•Low losses
•Easy to use
•Better water resistance

IMDs Common
Disadvantages

•Complex design
•Heat dissipation and EMI issues
•DC-link capacitor volume affects motor volume optimization

The first generation of IMDs is a simple combination of motor and drive, with the
drives located outside the motor housing [10]. Therefore, it did not increase the difficulty
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and cost of maintenance compared to conventional motors during servicing. However,
the second generation of IMDs integrates the drive inside the motor to achieve a truly
integrated design. While this integrated design reduces the size of the system, it also raises
the issue of higher maintenance costs. Because the driver is located inside the motor, IMDs
must be disassembled when the driver or any part of the motor fails. The complex structure
of the IMDs themselves will undoubtedly lead to higher maintenance costs. However,
IMMDs are designed in a modular way. When a failure occurs, the faulty module can be
disassembled. This modular design can reduce maintenance difficulties and repair costs.

However, there are still constraints on developing integrated motor drives [13,19],
for example:

(1) The thermal coupling of the motor and converter poses new challenges for system
heat dissipation.

(2) The influence of the size of the DC-link capacitor. Excessive DC-link capacitance
increases the system size and poses vibration problems.

(3) The design of the IMMDs structure requires careful consideration of the effects of
various complex factors.

(4) The IMMDs system requires the selection of a suitable converter to reduce the capaci-
tance volume and achieve better control.

(5) Electromagnetic interference (EMI) issues between the converter and the motor.

These issues are also currently being investigated by researchers. The relevant re-
searchers have proposed constructive solutions to some of these problems, which will be
discussed in later chapters. Due to the advantages of small size, high power density, and
low losses of integrated motor drives, the research, and application of IMDs have a very
high academic value. In this paper, we review the current development status of IMDs
and provide various research directions for the development of IMDs. This paper provides
an overview of the integrated motor drives’ structure, converter, DC-link capacitor, and
thermal and EMI design. Further applications of IMDs are described, and trends and
outlooks for IMDs are given.

Section 2 reviews the development, structure, and classification of IMDs. Section 3
reviews volume optimization and LCL filter integration techniques for IMDs converters.
Section 4 reviews thermal and EMI design for IMDs. Section 5 provides opportunities and
challenges for IMDs.

2. Integrated Motor Drive Structure Design
2.1. IMDs Development

The introduction noted that the creation of IMDs can be roughly separated into three
steps. IMDs were optimized toward compactness, global design, and adaptability to meet
the current requirement for high energy density, low cost, and low volume and weight
consumption [6]. Table 2 contains the models and details on a few integrated motors [20–33].
Table 2 shows that the early integrated motor drives had relatively modest power ratings,
frequently under 7.5 kW. This is because early IMDs connected the converter box to the
motor housing and did not consider the motor’s global structure regarding heat dissipation,
vibration, and electromagnetic compatibility. Joint simulations of several physical fields
have been undertaken in IMDs design with finite element analysis (FEA) tools as the
integration level of IMDs has grown [34–36]. In addition, converters can handle more
significant currents because of heat dissipation designs made especially for IMDs, which
significantly raises the IMDs power ratings [37]. The more traditional integrated motor
drives architecture is used by the Tesla Model 3. The Model 3 jumps out in how tightly
the motor, mechanical drive, heat dissipation, and motor control system are integrated.
While lowering the size of the system, it achieves a motor output of 202 kW and a power
density for the total system of 2.2 kW/kg [22]. The IMMDs are the primary focus of current
research because it significantly lowers manufacturing and maintenance costs [38].
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Table 2. IMDs types and parameters [20–33].

Motor Manufacturer
/Designer Motor Type Converter

Position WB 10 Year Maximum
Speed Power Input

Voltage Others

Allen-Bradley
1329I [20] Rockwell 3-phase IM 1 RHM 6 No 1999 1800 rpm 3.7 kW 460 V N/A

Varmeca 30 [21] Leroy-Somer 3-phase IM RHM No 2013 3000 rpm 0.25–11 kW 400/480 V N/A

Tesla Model 3 [22] Tesla PMSM AHM 7 Yes 2021 19,000 rpm 202 kW 345 V DC System 2.2
kW/kg

Matrix Converter
IMD [23]

P. W.
Wheeler 3-phase IM ASM No 2005 N/A 30 kW 415 V N/A

Segment Inverter
IMD [24] Gui Jia Su 3-phase IM AHM No 2013 1200 rpm 55 kW 230 V(Test) 15.6 kW/kg

5-Phase Integrated
SRM [25] Martin D.H. 5-phase SRM 2 ASM 8 No 2012 750 rpm 67 kW 400 V DC N/A

Gan IMMD1 [26] Jiyao Wang 3-phase IM ASM Yes 2015 N/A 1 kW 200 V Module Design

SPM IMMD [27] Adam Shea 6-phase SPM 3 ASM No 2014 2400 rpm 18 kW 325 V DC Module Design

SIC IMD [28] Xu Deng PM 4 ASM Yes 2018 25,000 rpm 34 kW 750 V DC Integrated LCL

PMSM IMMD [29] Zihan Gao 6-phase PMSM
5 ASM Yes 2018 1500 rpm 1.9 kW 14.5 V Module Design

Gan IMMD2 [30] M. Uğur PMSM ASM Yes 2018 600 rpm 8 kW 540 V DC 1.1 kW/lt

SPM IMD [31] J.J.
Wolmarans 6-phase SPM RSM 9 No 2008 N/A 50 kW 270 V DC 2 kW/kg

Axial Flux
IMMD [32]

Abdalla
Hussein

Mohamed
PMSM RSM Yes 2020 2500 rpm 4 kW 400 V DC Module Design

Aviation
IMMD [33] Yizhou Cong N/A RSM Yes 2021 N/A 1 MW 2 kV 35.36 kW/kg

1 IM is Induction Motor. 2 SRM is Switch Reluctance Motor. 3 SPM is Surface Permanent Magnet Motor. 4 PM is
Permanent Magnet Motor. 5 PMSM is Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motor. 6 RHM is Radial Housing Mounted.
7 AHM is Axial Housing Mounted. 8 ASM is Axial Stator iron Mounted. 9 RSM is Radial Stator iron Mounted.
10 WB is the Wide-Bandwidth semiconductor.

This paper presents a measurement concept for the integration level of IMDs I based
on the current design and manufacture of integrated motor drives. The integration level
of IMDs is based on several critical indicators with intuitive data to help evaluate the
integration of the motor. In this paper, the IMD is based on indicators such as motor power,
volume, converter integration method, integrated thermal design, converter LC device
volume optimization design, application of wide-band devices, and modular design. The
IMDs integration level is calculated by first quantifying and normalizing the corresponding
metrics. For example, the motor power is normalized. For example, in the case of the
converter integration method, the typical motor is evaluated as 0. At the same time, the
IMDs are calculated according to the quantification method in Table 3 below.

The other indicators are calculated as shown in the summary in Table 3. A vector of
integrated motor indicators V, V = [P, V, Ec, Tr, SL, Wb, M]T with values all in [0, 1], can be
obtained by calculation. Subsequently, a weight vector Q, Q = [q1, q2, · · · , qn], where n is
the number of indicators, is obtained by setting different weights for the corresponding
indicators according to the application requirements. The integration level I can be obtained
by multiplying the weight vector Q with the indicator vector V.

I = Q·V = [q1, q2, · · · , qn]



P
V
Ec
Tr
SL
Wb
M


The higher the integration level value I, the higher the IMD’s integration.
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Table 3. Quantification of integration level indicators.

Quantitative Indicators of
Integration Level Quantification Methods Others

Motor Power P
{

1, P ≥ P∗
P∗

P , P < P∗

P∗ is the given reference motor power
value, e.g., its value can be specified as

7.5 kW.

Motor Volume V
{

1, V ≥ V∗
V∗

V , V < V∗
V∗ is the value of the given reference

motor volume.

Converter Integration Position Ec

The Quantification needs to be based on
engineering or expert experience and can

be given in steps of 0.1 with a
quantification range of [0, 1].

Take Ec as an example:
The quantized value of the motor with a

non-integrated design is 0.
The converter position is RHM of 0.2 and

AHM is 0.3, and
ASM and RSM are 0.6.

If the size of the motor does not increase
with the integrated converter, the

quantization score will increase. The
quantization is based on the actual

motor design.

Integrated Thermal Design Tr

Converter LC device Volume
Optimization SL

Wide-band Device Applications Wb

Modular Design M

2.2. IMMDs Structure

IMMDs allow for significant optimization of the compactness and cost of the motor,
thanks to their modular design. However, IMMDs also usually require a unique design for
the winding configuration. Two winding configurations for IMMDs are described in the
literature [26]: windings branching at different poles and the same poles but in different
slots, respectively; a simplified example is shown in Figure 1 [26].
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Figure 1a shows a 3-phase, 12-slot motor (one slot per pole per phase) with the winding
split into two branches at different poles. Usually, the two windings are connected in series or
parallel. However, in the IMMDs design, the windings are separated at the different poles
with neutrals N1 and N2 and output A1 and A2. This design allows for greater flexibility
in the design and installation of the IMMDs. Figure 1b shows a 3-phase, 2-pole, 12-slot
distributed stacked winding motor (two slots per pole and phase) with two winding branches.
In the IMMDs design, the two adjacent winding coils are entirely separated, allowing for
independent control. In the actual IMMDs design, these two winding configurations can be
mixed, resulting in a more complex winding configuration design. This complex winding
configuration design also provides more options for IMMD control.

As each IMMDs module requires an independent converter control, the connection
of the DC bus, converter and module is also an essential part of the IMMD structure de-
sign [39]. Conventional motor drives are not modular in design, and only a three-phase
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two-level converter is required on the input side of the motor to complete the process,
as shown in Figure 2a [26]. For IMMDs control, on the other hand, the converters of
each module are usually connected in two ways: in parallel and in series, as shown in
Figure 2b,c [26]. With the application of GAN devices in recent years, the integrated motor
drive size has been further optimized. The ability of GAN devices to withstand higher tem-
peratures in practical applications has made them popular with IMMD manufacturers [29].
However, wide-band devices often require lower voltage levels in practice. In this case, the
input voltage per module is lower, and the input current is higher in parallel than in the
conventional connection.
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However, in some applications, lower DC voltages are often not readily available. The
voltage at the DC bus is usually obtained by rectification with a passive diode, which is
fixed by the grid voltage. Obtaining lower DC voltages would require adding additional
transformers or using methods such as controlled rectification, which would increase the
size, cost, losses, and control complexity of the IMMDs [40]. It limits the application of
parallel converter connections in IMMDs.

The literature [26] proposes a series-connected converter connection, as shown in
Figure 2c. The advantage of a series connection over a parallel connection is that each
module’s voltage level is not increased, while the input current is significantly reduced,
and the total output power remains the same. Furthermore, the voltage of the series-
connected DC bus is the same as the conventional bus voltage, which eliminates the need
for the associated lowering of voltage levels. However, series converter connections often
require a voltage equalization design for each module to ensure that the voltages of each
module remain approximately equal. The literature [26] also targeted an actively controlled
balancing resistor design to balance the voltages of the modules connected in series.

2.3. IMDs Classification

The design of integrated motor drives has been characterized by diversity. It requires
a corresponding classification of the wide variety of IMDs for researchers to study. The
literature [16] classifies IMDs into four categories based on the position of the converter,
namely, the converter is located at the Radial Housing Mounted (RHM), Radial Stator-iron
Mounted (RSM), Axial Housing Mounted (AHM), and Axial Stator-iron Mounted (ASM),
and their structures are shown in Figure 3 [17]. Most early IMDs had the converter mounted
in the radial or axial housing. This approach provided convenient integrated mounting,
requiring only the converter to be placed in the appropriate box without the need for
complex design considerations [41].

However, integrating the converter in the motor housing faces several problems: the
volume and weight optimization are not apparent, it is not suitable for high-speed motors,
and there are vibration problems. Therefore, the converter is integrated inside the motor
and combined with the surface or end of the motor stator-iron. This design effectively
reduces the size of the IMDs [42]. In addition, the motor envelope is not significantly altered;
thus, the integration is significantly improved. Currently, converters integrated inside the
motor are the dominant direction in IMD design. However, this approach increases the
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complexity. The IMDs overall heat dissipation must be considered, while issues such as
vibration, EMI, and EMC must also be given sufficient attention during design [43]. The
advantages and disadvantages of the four structures are summarized, and the results are
presented in Table 4 [4,12].
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literature [16] classifies IMDs into four categories based on the position of the converter, 

namely, the converter is located at the Radial Housing Mounted (RHM), Radial Stator-

iron Mounted (RSM), Axial Housing Mounted (AHM), and Axial Stator-iron Mounted 

(ASM), and their structures are shown in Figure 3 [17]. Most early IMDs had the converter 

mounted in the radial or axial housing. This approach provided convenient integrated 

mounting, requiring only the converter to be placed in the appropriate box without the 

need for complex design considerations [41]. 

However, integrating the converter in the motor housing faces several problems: the 

volume and weight optimization are not apparent, it is not suitable for high-speed motors, 

and there are vibration problems. Therefore, the converter is integrated inside the motor 

and combined with the surface or end of the motor stator-iron. This design effectively 

reduces the size of the IMDs [42]. In addition, the motor envelope is not significantly al-

tered; thus, the integration is significantly improved. Currently, converters integrated in-

side the motor are the dominant direction in IMD design. However, this approach in-

creases the complexity. The IMDs overall heat dissipation must be considered, while is-

sues such as vibration, EMI, and EMC must also be given sufficient attention during de-

sign [43]. The advantages and disadvantages of the four structures are summarized, and 

the results are presented in Table 4 [4,12]. 
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Table 4. Comparison of advantages and disadvantages of IMDs structures.

Converter Position Characteristics Advantages Disadvantages

RHM •Early designs
•Motor housing with
converter housing mounted
on the outside

•Simple design
•No thermal coupling of the
motor to the converter
•No unique design for motor
housing
•Low cost and easy to maintain

•Large volume
•Low power density
•Vibration problems
•Poor performance of
high-speed motorsAHM

RSM

•The converter is integrated
into the motor

•Shared heat sink
•High heat dissipation efficiency
•Smaller size
•High power density
•High level of integration

•High maintenance costs
•Motor housing may require
unique design and cost increase
•Complex design
•Overall consideration of heat
dissipation and EMI

ASM

Of course, IMMD is also a hot direction of research today [44]. IMMDs usually place
the converter at the axial stator’s iron end to enhance the integrated motor’s power density
and integration [45]. Currently, IMMDs offer the following advantages [26,29,46].

(1) Interleaving the gate signals of two IMMDs modules can effectively reduce the size of
the DC-link capacitors.

(2) Modular design reduces maintenance and fault detection costs.
(3) Better thermal performance, IMMDs have a larger thermal surface area and require a

global thermal design.
(4) IMMDs have a smaller size and weight and higher power density.
(5) The input voltage per module is lower, and the motor’s life is longer. In addition,

the lower module voltage allows many wide-band devices to be used. The result is a
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motor with better high-temperature performance and efficiency, which can be further
optimized in size.

3. Integrated Motor Drives Converters
3.1. Commonly Used Converters for IMDs

The Converters are an essential component of IMDs drives and play an important role
in motor energy conversion, speed control, and drive [47,48]. IMDs are more commonly
used as adjustable speed drive (ASD) systems, which can help IMDs reduce manufacturing
and commissioning costs and help improve EMC issues. ASDs can usually be divided into
three categories: ASD topologies with square wave input current, ASD topologies with a
sinusoidal wave input current, and regenerative ASD topologies with a sinusoidal wave
input current [49]. The first two ASD systems are usually composed of several components,
such as rectifiers, inverters, and DC-links, as shown in Figure 4.
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The ASD topology for square wave input current typically uses a standard diode
rectifier circuit and a PWM voltage source inverter (VSI) [50], which is characterized by the
presence of an auxiliary converter, such as an electronic inductor and a continuous current
mode (CCM) boost converter, between the rectifier and the DC-link capacitor. An auxiliary
converter is to provide a continuous current to the DC-link capacitor to obtain an input
current with a square waveform. The advantage is that the THD of the input current can
be reduced to 30%, and the ASD can be more robust to unbalanced voltage supplies. The
ASD topology for sinusoidal input currents is characterized by replacing standard diode
rectifiers with more complex rectifiers such as discontinuous conduction mode (DCM)
boost converters, Vienna rectifiers, and three-level PWM rectifiers. In contrast, regenerative
ASDs for sinusoidal input currents are usually available in topologies such as back-to-back
voltage source converters (VSR), matrix converters, and two-stage direct power converters
(DPC) [51]. The advantages and disadvantages of these ASD topologies are summarized in
Table 5 [52–60].

Generally, a converter drive system for IMDs applications should have a long lifetime
and good grid connection performance [61]. It is reflected in a lower THD of the input
current, greater robustness to unbalanced voltages, and better subsystem connection [40].
Moreover, the choice of IMD drive converters is very diverse. Rectifiers are also available
as two-level full-bridge converters, three-level neutral point converters (NPCs), multi-
phase full-bridge converters, flying capacitors (FLCs), cascaded H-bridges (CHBs), and
modular multilevel converters (MMCs) [62], while inverters are also available as PWM
current-source inverters (CSIs) [63,64]. With CSI inverters, the use of DC-link capacitors
can be avoided, and instead of DC capacitors, DC-link inductors can be used [65,66]. In
short, this requires the selection of a suitable drive converter in conjunction with the motor
parameters [67,68].
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Table 5. ASD topology strengths and weaknesses comparison [52–60].

Classification ASD Types Advantages Disadvantages

ASD Topologies with Square-Wave
Input Current

Electronic Inductor [52] •Reduced THD of input current
•Greater robustness
•Lower cost

•Low voltage transfer ratio
•Higher inductance

CCM Boost Converter [53]

ASD Topologies with Sinusoidal
Input Current

DCM Boost Converter [54]
•Better waveform
•Smaller inductance
•Better quality of input current

•High losses
•High voltage ripple

Vienna Rectifier [55]

3-level PWM Rectifiers [56]

3-phase Buck Converters [57]

Regenerative ASD Topologies with
Sinusoidal Input Current

The back-to-back VSR [58] •Low conduction losses
•Matrix converters do not require
DC-link capacitors
•Better economy

•High switching losses
•Complex control
•Low voltage transfer ratio of matrix
controller, poor resistance to
grid interference.

The Matrix Converter [59]

DPC [60]

3.2. Converter Volume Optimization

In IMD converters, DC-link capacitors play an essential role. The primary function
of DC-link capacitors is to employ power fluctuations at 2–6 times the supply frequency
to attenuate current ripple and suppress transient overvoltages caused by excessive in-
verter switching and power-loop inductor interactions [62]. Currently, the main capacitors
commonly used in IMDs are aluminum electrolytic capacitors, metal film capacitors, and
multilayer ceramic capacitors. An algorithm for modeling and selecting IMDs DC-link
capacitors was proposed in the literature [62], and after evaluation, metal film capacitors
are more suitable for application in IMDs systems.

Despite the positive implications of DC-link capacitance on converter performance,
IMDs systems face the problem of DC-link capacitor size and height [69]. Reducing the
size of the driver is very important to increase the power density of the integrated motor.
For conventional motor systems, the driver is not integrated into the internal space of the
motor. Therefore, the size of the driver is not a significant concern. However, integrated
motor drives require the integration of the driver into a limited space inside the motor.
This limited space involves optimization of the driver size. DC-link capacitors typically
account for 20% of the cost and 30% of the driver’s volume [12]. In addition, the DC-link
capacitor’s height is a non-negligible factor, with its height being the first of the driver. Due
to the limited space within the IMDs, the capacitor size and height severely limit further
optimization of the IMDs in terms of size and weight [70]. As a result, it has become a focus
of current research and has received the attention of numerous researchers [71].

The main factors influencing the size and height of DC-link capacitors are DC voltage
demand, current-voltage ripple and root mean square (RMS) of current, inverter topology,
and operating frequency [4]. Of these, the DC voltage demand mainly influences the height
of the capacitor, while the inverter topology influences the capacitor height by influencing
the DC voltage demand. The volume and height of the DC-link capacitor can be optimized
in a targeted manner based on these influencing factors [72]. The following methods are
currently in use [26].

(1) Gate signal interleaving technique optimizes the capacitor volume by reducing the
current and voltage ripple of the capacitor.

(2) Carrier phase shifting reduces the ripple current by approximately 75% through
optimal carrier phase shifting [73].

(3) Optimization of the inverter topology to achieve a reduction in DC voltage requirements.
(4) Modular series connection of drivers to reduce the DC voltage on each driver.
(5) Use wide-band semiconductors to increase the driver’s operating frequency and

thus reduce the size of the passive components. In addition, the excellent thermal
properties of wide-band semiconductors improve the heat generation of the IMDs
and help to increase the life of the capacitor.
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The RMS current of a capacitor is influenced by the motor’s power requirements,
independent of frequency. In general, the power of the motor is determined, and optimizing
the capacitor volume by the RMS current of the capacitor is not easy.

For the IMMDs, which are currently in the limelight, their compact construction places
a higher demand on the DC-link capacitance:

(1) Reduced volume and height.
(2) High power density due to size optimization.
(3) Low cost.
(4) High mechanical durability and service life.

In recent years, the size of drives has been further optimized with the development of
wide-banded semiconductors. The application of wide-band semiconductors in IMDs has
also become one of the hot research directions [74]. As shown in Figure 5 [75], compared to
conventional Si devices, wide-banded semiconductors such as SIC and Gan have lower
on-state losses, higher switching frequencies, and better thermal performance [8]. For
example, Si-based IGBTs typically have a switching frequency of 20 kHz, while SIC and
Gan-based MOSFETs can have a switching frequency of 100 kHz [13]. Increasing the
switching frequency will contribute to a reduction in the size of the driver passive devices.
The on-state resistance of wide-band semiconductors is reduced by more than 300 times
compared to Si devices, which results in much lower heat generation in wide-band devices
and contributes to efficiency improvements [30]. As a result, wide-band devices that
generate less heat and withstand higher temperatures can operate adequately in the tight
spaces of IMDs. These characteristics can simplify part of the thermal design.
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Besides, the size of the IMDs is further reduced due to the simplification of the heat
sink. However, it is also important to note that despite the excellent performance of the
wide-band semiconductor, excessive dV/dt may cause damage to the motor insulation,
which requires attention during design [76]. This effect can be reduced by adding an LC
filter between the converter and the motor winding. A typical wide-band power module
structure for IMMDs applications is shown in Figure 6 [29]. Like Si-based semiconductor
modules, wide-band power modules are composed of three parts.

3.3. LCL Filter Integration

Drives connected to the grid often have requirements such as THD and power factor,
so most drives have line-side filters to suppress high-frequency interference caused by
converter switching [77]. Many drives currently choose LCL filters as they possess lower
inductance than other LC and L filters. In recent years, integrated passive component
technology has been further developed and is gradually used in integrated motor drives.
The LCL filter comprises a gate-side inductor, a drive-side boost inductor, a capacitor, and a
damping resistor, with the drive-side inductor making up a large part of the LCL filter. The
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size of this inductor will change in parallel with the drive power. In higher power drives,
the drive-side inductor’s size will be huge. It is unacceptable for IMDs as it will take up a
large amount of space in the IMDs.
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Therefore, in IMDs, LCL filters’ integration and volume optimization are factors to be
considered during design [28]. Currently, the following integration techniques for LCL filters
are standard: auxiliary windings around the stator teeth, auxiliary windings around the back
of the stator core, additional internal auxiliary slots (main slot radially outwards), auxiliary
slots around the outer surface of the stator (double slot machine) and inductors placed on
the corners of the square laminations [78], as shown in Figure 7 [78]. The filter integration
technique based on the auxiliary winding does not require a motor redesign and has the
advantage of simplicity of construction and lower cost. However, the flux path of the auxiliary
winding includes the motor air gap and rotor, which is coupled to the main magnetic poles
and inevitably affects the main magnetic field. In contrast, the auxiliary winding of the
integrated technology based on the auxiliary slot is relatively less coupled to the primary pole
winding. It makes the design of auxiliary windings need to be more diverse to suit the needs
of IMDs [79]. The literature [78,80] used an integrated LCL filter design based on an auxiliary
slot around the outer surface of the stator with PCB winding connections, allowing further
optimization of the size and performance of the integrated motor.
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4. Integrated Motor Drives Cooling and EMI Design
4.1. IMDs Heat Dissipation

The IMDs integrate the motor drive with the motor, reducing the size of the IMDs and
the use of cables. However, this also faces the more complex problem of heat dissipation. The
heat of the IMDs comes mainly from copper and iron consumption inside the motor and the
on-state and switching losses of the driver’s switching devices. As early IMDs placed the
drive in a separate box, the thermal coupling between the motor and drive was insignificant.

Current developments of IMDs or IMMDs have the drive inside the motor, making the
thermal coupling relationship more complex. The complex thermal coupling relationship
makes it difficult to dissipate heat from the motor, which leads to excessive heat build-
up inside the motor and consequently to high internal motor temperatures. The high
temperatures can seriously affect the performance of the motor and can lead to the motor
windings burning up. At the same time, high temperatures inside the motor can make it
difficult for the IMDs’ integrated drive’s switching devices to operate appropriately and
can seriously affect the life of the drive and DC-link capacitors. Even drives using wide-
band semiconductors are susceptible to reduced life and burn-out in high-temperature
environments. Therefore, heat dissipation is a necessary consideration in IMDs design.

4.2. Integrated Cooling Technology of the Converter and Motor

As mentioned earlier, IMDs face complex heat dissipation problems, so research on
IMDs thermal models has become one of the hot topics, and the research system is shown
in Figure 8. The basis for good thermal design of IMDs is the creation and analysis of a
suitable thermal model. Currently, the two basic methods of thermal analysis commonly
used for IMDs are thermal resistance network analysis (TRN) and numerical analysis,
which mainly consists of finite element analysis (FEA) and computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) [81]. TRN requires the creation of thermal resistance networks for each part of the
motor to analyze its conduction, convection, and thermal radiation resistance. This method
is characterized by fast calculations and low memory usage and can therefore be embedded
in IMDs thermal protection algorithms. It can monitor the temperature of critical parts
of the IMD in real-time. In addition, the method is widely used in IMDs thermal design
as it can simultaneously predict the temperature of components such as motor windings,
magnets, and drives.
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However, TRN requires a significant effort from the thermal resistance network devel-
oper to create an accurate network of thermal transport paths, which requires much work.
Numerical analysis methods have the advantage of being able to model the geometry of
any device. CFD can predict heat flow in complex regions, whereas FEA can only be used to
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model conduction heat transfer in solid components [42]. Numerical analysis methods also
have shortcomings; this method has higher requirements for model setup and computation
time. Currently, some researchers are using a mixture of these methods to build more
accurate thermal models of IMDs to better obtain the temperature distribution of IMDs and
test the effectiveness of thermal designs [42].

Targeted thermal designs can be obtained for different IMDs structures based on the
thermal model. To solve the complex heat dissipation problem of IMDs, the integrated
cooling technology of the converter and motor has been thoroughly researched and applied
in IMDs. The literature [82] proposes a thermal design based on a square housing motor, but
square housings are not standard, adding additional manufacturing costs. Common motor
housing designs are still predominantly cylindrical [83], and hexagonal motor housings are
also being investigated by researchers [84].

The literature [85] shows an integrated cooling technology with fins outside the end
plate to obtain a larger heat exchange area. The critical aspect of the integrated motor
cooling design is handling the drive’s thermal coupling to the motor. The integrated
thermal design of the drive is mainly focused on device selection, PCB design, and drive
placement. IMD drivers are now more likely to use wide-band semiconductors to reduce
the switching tubes’ thermal resistance, reducing losses and heat generation [29]. The
topology, structure, and PCB parameters, such as copper thickness, size, and the number of
copper layers, must be optimized to create a PCB with optimal thermal performance [86]. In
the literature [65], a dual-FET configuration was used to reduce the device power loss, and
its operating temperature could be reduced by about 10–25 ◦C compared to the FET+diode
configuration. In the literature [87], the PCB structure is optimized by designing thermally
conductive holes in the PCB, thus playing a role in reducing the thermal resistance of the
PCB and facilitating heat exchange. In addition, adding a heat shield between the drive
and the motor is also a practical approach [83].

Two main designs for forced cooling IMDs are water- and air-based. Some of the currently
available IMDs integrated water-cooled thermal designs are shown in Figure 9 [82,83,88].
Figure 9a shows a water-cooled design based on a square motor housing with two rectangular
water-cooled tubes located in the corners and the converter placed above the water-cooled
tubes (attached to the surface of the motor housing). The literature [82] compared the thermal
performance of round, triangular and rectangular water-cooled tubes. After simulations,
it concluded that the rectangular water-cooled tubes could provide better heat exchange
efficiency than the round ones, with a 20% improvement in thermal performance. The
drawback of this design is that the square motor housing may require unique manufacturing,
which increases the design and manufacturing costs for the manufacturer.
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Figure 9b uses a cylindrical motor housing, which is part of the liquid cooling circula-
tion system. The drive is placed in a square area above the motor to remove the generated
heat during the liquid cooling cycle. Figure 9c illustrates a thermal design where the drive
surrounds the surface of the motor housing, and water-cooling channels are present in the
motor housing [88]. In general, water cooling provides good heat transfer. However, liquid-
cooled cooling also has the disadvantages of a complex heat sink design, high maintenance
costs, and space taken up by the circulating equipment.

Figure 10 [65] shows six common IMDs integrated air-cooled thermal designs’ two
main categories, including axial and radial air supply methods. Air-cooled thermal designs
can be simulated using FEA and CFD to simulate gas flow and heat exchange, resulting in
better design results [89]. In addition, the literature [14,85] also provides targeted designs
of new fans for IMDs applications. In short, air-cooled cooling offers advantages such as
design flexibility, low maintenance costs, and simplicity of the cooling device, although
the cooling effect of air-cooled cooling is slightly less effective than liquid-cooled cooling.
Therefore, the forced cooling method should be considered with the IMDs parameters and
requirements to choose a design with the right effect and low cost.
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4.3. EMI Design

As shown in Figure 11 [90], the power devices of the motor’s drive generate conducted
and radiated noise at high switching frequencies. These electromagnetic disturbances
increase the heating of the converter and the motor, affecting their service life. In addition,
these high-frequency harmonics may also cause damage to the motor and drive system by
generating bearing currents and insulation voltage stresses. In conventional motors, the
drive is connected to the motor by a long cable. As the cable length increases, so do the
high-frequency disturbances and insulation voltage stresses conducted by the cable, which
pose a non-negligible challenge to the reliable operation of the motor system [91].

Integrated motor drives, on the other hand, allow for the reduction of conducted and
radiated electromagnetic interference by reducing the length of the cable. It is one of the
critical advantages of IMDs. However, as IMDs drives are often integrated inside the motor,
interference signals reflected through the housing in the motor’s internal space can still cause
damage to some sensitive devices, as shown in Figure 11 [90]. For EMI to be present, several
factors must be present: the high-frequency signal source generating the EMI, the susceptible
system and equipment, and the conduction path between the EMI source and the sensitive
device [90]. Therefore, it is necessary to design the IMD against EMI for these conditions.
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The literature [90] describes several standard methods for cutting EMI, including
keeping the length of connecting cables as short as possible, proper grounding of the motor
housing, proper shielding, active or passive filters, isolation transformers, and isolating the
drive from the motor’s strong magnetic field. In addition, encapsulating the drive with
epoxy resin is an effective method that provides EMI shielding for sensitive components
and keeps dust out.

5. Integrated Motor Drives Opportunities and Challenges
5.1. IMDs Opportunities

The development of energy use towards energy efficiency and environmental protec-
tion in recent years has made the power density of motors one of the focal points of motor
research. Integrated motor drives have been widely used in many fields because of their
high energy density and low losses due to their outstanding advantages, such as small size
and weight and fewer connection cables. The application scenarios of integrated motor
drive mainly focus on electric vehicles, electric propulsion aircraft, fuel cell systems, ship
power systems, robot actuators, and small high-speed motors [92], as shown in Figure 12.
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(1) Electric vehicles, aircraft, propulsion, and ship power systems. As electric vehicles,
aircraft and ships have limited space, their quest for more compact propulsion systems
requires motor systems with higher power density [93]. Integrated motor drives can reduce
the extra volume occupied by the converter and save many cables. It is essential for space
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saving and weight reduction in electric propulsion power systems. In addition, IMDs
are easy to assemble and produce and maintain, which helps manufacturers to reduce
manufacturing and maintenance costs. Car manufacturers such as Tesla are increasingly
using IMDs to improve their vehicles’ efficiency and space utilization [94]. IMDs are suited
to distributed electric propulsion drones due to their integrated actuators [5]. The total
controller no longer needs to house the motor drive, which allows it to focus more on
controlling the drone’s flight attitude and motor operation.

(2) Fuel cell systems. In addition to integrating the drive into the motor, the fuel cell
charge and discharge system and energy management system can also be integrated into the
motor, thus forming a new energy power system with the fuel cell. High integration level
IMDs can further increase energy use efficiency and avoid excess losses due to excessively
long cables.

(3) Robot actuators. Powered robots require compact and sophisticated IMDs to
accurately implement a wide range of movement commands. IMDs for robots or industrial
robotic arms may require integrating a more comprehensive range of position sensors,
which requires designers to consider the impact of sensor integration on factors such as
accuracy. The power requirements of IMDs for robotic applications are not very high, so
many current IMDs designs can be used directly.

(4) Small high-speed motors. The IMD design process also focuses on the motor’s
vibration and dust and water resistance, making it suitable for many small, high-speed
everyday applications such as hair dryers, hand tools, and cooling fans. The Dyson Airblade
Tap hand dryer uses a small IMD to make the whole product more compact and easier to use.

Overall, IMDs are used in many applications. IMDs can be used in applications
requiring higher volume and power density and replace other motors in their normal
function. It fully reflects the trend toward the integration of motors. As the technology
matures and stability improves, IMDs are expected to be used in advanced applications
such as near-Earth orbiting satellites, human-crewed spacecraft, and everyday industrial
production and people’s lives.

5.2. IMD Challenges

IMDs have been further researched in the last 20 years in structure, drive, and heat
dissipation, but there is still plenty of space for optimization. As shown in Figure 12, IMDs
can be further researched and optimized in the following directions.

(1) Integration of more subsystems. Subsystems such as battery charging and dis-
charging systems, high-precision position sensors, and communication systems can be
integrated into the motor to provide more significant applications [95,96]. The integration
of more subsystems implies an increase in design complexity, and how to avoid interference
between subsystems is a problem that needs to be solved. In addition, dense subsystems
place greater demands on IMDs space utilization, and past disorganized and straightfor-
ward design solutions will not be able to meet future requirements. Making full use of the
remaining space in the motor and integrating the new subsystem with the existing drive
system is one of the many following research directions for the IMDs [97].

(2) Efficient heat dissipation systems. One of the more severe problems facing inte-
grated motor drives is the heat dissipation of the system. Integrating drives and motors
inevitably bring about thermal coupling between the subsystems. Excessive temperatures
can cause severe damage to the drive and the motor [98,99]. The current thermal design
for IMDs is still inadequate. For example, there is a lack of systematic design theory and
evaluation of thermal design effectiveness. Therefore, thermal modeling and analysis
based on integrated motor thermal resistance networks, FEA, and CFD are still the focus
of future research. In the future, standardized thermal design theories and methods will
play a positive role in the thermal management of integrated motors. More efficient air-
or water-cooled heat dissipation systems will help IMDs maintain proper performance in
high-temperature environments.
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(3) Compact and higher temperature tolerant drives [100]. Integrated motor drives will
still require topology and device optimization in the future to reduce the size of DC-link
passive devices and achieve a more compact structure [101]. There is still much space
for developing IMDs based on wide-band semiconductors [102], whose design needs to
consider the effects of size, temperature, and electromagnetic interference. There is less
research on control methods for IMDs compared with non-integrated motor drives. New
drive control strategies applicable to integrated motors need to be further investigated.
For example, techniques such as model predictive control, sliding film control, adaptive
control, fuzzy control, and neural networks applied to IMDs have less research [103]. These
methods need to be optimized related to the characteristics of IMDs to reduce the energy
consumption of the drive system based on achieving the control objectives [104]. In turn,
the generation of excess heat from the drive in the internal space of the motor is reduced.

(4) A motor body structure suitable for integrated design. The motor body structure
needs to be optimized based on electromagnetic performance to better accommodate the
drive and achieve good heat dissipation. An example is the use of axial structures [105].
The motor topology and winding connections need to be changed accordingly to match the
layout of the heat sink and the electromagnetic interference caused by the high-frequency
switching tubes of the driver.

(5) Integrated wireless motor drives. The combination of wireless power transmission
(WPT) and integrated motor drives is also one of the future directions [106], as shown in
Figure 13. Stable and efficient integrated wireless motor drives will expand the develop-
ment prospects of electric vehicles (EVs) [107]. However, realizing this design requires
combining a WPT device [108] with a drive and optimizing its size [109]. In addition, the
design needs to weaken the interference of the WPT coil with the magnetic fields of the
drive and motor [110]. Integrated wireless motor drives still have technical difficulties to
be solved [111]: (a) there is no controllable power device on the motor side, but they rely
only on the excitation of the energy transfer coil on the supply side. (b) The wireless power
transmission coil is combined with the motor as much as possible, or even the winding coil
is combined with the transmission coil [112,113].
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(6) IMDs faults solution. Since IMDs are commonly used today, the driver is integrated
inside the motor. The complex structure will enhance the difficulty of fault diagnosis and
detection. Therefore, fault handling of integrated motors will be one of the future research
directions. For example, for short-circuit faults, integrated motors can choose to integrate
miniature solid-state circuit breakers into the drive or motor in the future [114]. Thus,
when a short circuit fault occurs, the short circuit fault can be quickly and independently
interrupted to protect the motor driver and motor winding, etc.
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6. Conclusions

This paper introduces the research on technologies related to integrated motor drives
in recent years, reviewing the development of IMDs in structure, converters, heat dissipa-
tion, volume optimization, and electromagnetic interference. Integrated motor drives are
developing towards a higher level of integration and modularity, and integrated modular
motor drives have become a hot research topic. Not only that, but the converter design
of IMDs also shows a development direction adapted to the needs of the motor. These
designs are mainly reflected in the following.

(1) The converter location has evolved from a simple combination in the motor housing to
the integration inside the motor. There are four types of IMDs based on the converter location.

(2) The devices used in converters have evolved from Si-based to wide-band semicon-
ductors to meet the increasing temperature and volume requirements of integrated motor
drives. The driver circuit frequency of the applied wide-band semiconductor device is five
times higher than that of the silicon-based semiconductor. At the same time, the pass-state
impedance can be reduced by approximately 300 times. The frequency increase reduces the
DC-link capacitor’s size, which accounts for 20–30% of the driver volume. The reduction
in pass-state losses minimizes the energy loss in the driver circuit, thereby increasing the
system’s efficiency.

In addition, the paper discusses the related design of IMDs volume, heat dissipation,
and electromagnetic interference. The conclusions are as follows.

(1) Volume-optimized design. The volume optimization of IMDs is mainly reflected in
the optimization of the DC-link capacitor volume and filters. This paper presents methods
to reduce the DC capacitance, such as gate signal interleaving techniques, carrier phase
shifting, and modular series connection of the driver, as well as the design regarding the
integration of the LCL filter with the motor.

(2) Thermal design. Thermal modeling of IMDs is mainly conducted by TRN and
numerical analysis, where numerical analysis mainly includes two types of FEA and
CFD. Currently, the thermal design of IMDs mainly includes motor body thermal design,
drive thermal design, and forced thermal design. For IMDs with higher heat dissipation
requirements, liquid cooling is often used. This paper reviews three liquid-cooled and six
air-cooled structures applied to IMDs.

(3) Electromagnetic interference design. The anti-electromagnetic interference design
of IMDs mainly includes shortening the connection cable length, proper grounding of the
motor housing, proper shielding, active or passive filters, isolation transformers, isolation
of the driver from the strong magnetic field of the motor, and epoxy resin encapsulation of
the drive.

Finally, the paper presents the opportunities and challenges of integrated motor drives.
IMDs will gain more attention in the future in application scenarios with high motor volume
requirements, such as electric vehicles, industrial robots, and aircraft electric propulsion
systems. However, current IMDs still have constraints when applied to EVs, industrial
robots, and aircraft electric propulsion systems, including heat dissipation systems, fault
detection, motor drive strategies, suitable motor architectures, and higher integration
requirements. Future IMDs can continue to evolve toward wireless IMDs to achieve the
goals of fewer cables and higher power density.
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